is one such device, wherein a moderate-energy electron beam drives a plasma wave which, in turn, accelerates a high-energy electron bunch. This process has been demonstrated experimentally. 4 Of interest in this scheme are limits on the obtainable accelerating gradients and transformer ratios in the plasma wakefield.
The transformer ratio is defined as R e E /E (1)
where E is the peak decelerating field experienced by the driving electron beam and E is the peak accelerating field in the wake. The physical Further results showed that higher transformer ratios may be obtained by using a nonsymmetric beam pulse 6 or by opterating in the nonlinear regime. 7 The difficulties asscciated with generating a shaped beam pulse add to the attractiveness of the nonlinear PWFA approach. For nonrelativistic plasma waves, it was found that the peak electric field was limiteo by the nonrelativistic wave-breaking field:
where m is the electron mass, vph is the phase velocity of the plasma wave, e, assumed positive, is the elementary charge, c is the speed of light in vacuum, wp = (4 nn 0 e 2 /m) 1 / 2 ,and n 0 is the equilibrium plasma density. As ph approaches c, Emax Evb Note, for instance, that at n = 1014 cm -3 ,
Coffey , using the nonrelativistic Vlasov-Poisson equations and a "waterbag" distribution function for the plasma electrons,
showed that this amplitude is reduced for a warm plasma. In this case,
where P = 3T/mv 2 and T is the plasma thermal energy. 
which is assumed to be valid as long as it gives a smaller value than Eq.
(4), as is the case for parameters of interest. An alternative approach 15 was taken by Rosenzweig , who calculated the saturation amplitude of the plasma wave in two ways.
Firstly, from an energy balance argument involving loading due to the trapped portion of a Gaussian velocity distribution, he found:
Secondly, from a warm fluid plasma model, he found a similar expression:
In Eqs. In following sections we first describe the Vlasov-Maxwell equations for this system. We include a discussion of the cold plasma equations to which we will compare our results. We then present simulations in the linear and nonlinear cases, including simulations of the so-called nonlinear PWFA 7 in which a plasma wave is driven by a beam of length L b/X p >>1, where X p -2 Vph /6p, to provide R >> 1 and E+/Ewb >> 1.
II. 1D NONLINEAR VLASOV FORMULATION
To simulate plasma wave generation we use the Vlasov-Maxvell equations:
t Y z az(p9 Changing variables from (z,p zt) to (C=ct-z,p zT=t), we have
and aE 4ne(n + nb -no)
The simulation is carried out by solving for Ez (C,) from the current value of f(,p zT) via Eqs. In these variables, the relativistic Vlasov equdtion (12) becomes
where f = f(,u z).
Analysis of the characteristics of the above equation indicate that
there exists a constant of the motion, v -y -u -f, which is the z normalized electron energy in wakefield frame. Hence, any distribution which is a function of this constant of the motion,
is a general nonlinear solution of the relativistic Vlasov equation. In terms of the normalized momentum u , the distribution f(w) is related to We now consider the cold plasma limit. This limit is valid as long as the thermal velocity is small compared to the trapping width of the plasma wave, vth << IVp -Vzj, where Vz is the bulk longitudinal motion of the electrons in the plasma wave. This inequality holds for plasma wave amplitudes sufficiently below wavebreaking. The cold plasma electron distribution function is given by f(w) -n 0 (w -1), i.e.,
where n is the ambient plasma electron density. Analytically, thermal effects may be included by choosing a more appropriate distribution function f(w), such as a vaterbag or a Gaussian distribution. The cold plasma equations, Eqs. (17)- (19) , were previously derived by will be compared to the simulations discussed below.
III. SIMULATIONS IN THE LINEAR REGIME
Simulations in the linear regime showed excellent agreement with e14 -3 theory for To < 5 keV. Here, we considered no 2 x 10 cm , such that ase. Figure 3 shows the corresponding results from the cold plasma equations. Note that in our plotting convention E z > 0 is accelerating.
In the most highly nonlinear cases, nbO/n 0 = 0.4 and 0.5, several interesting phenomena wore observed:
(1) Excellent agreement with the cold plasma equations was observed up to the first accelerating E peak. In this region the temperature, given A similar relation between thermal velocity and -has been observed in 19 conventional induction accelerators.
This effect will be evident in the highly nonlinear runs presented below.
The physics behind the initial peak in E z , where thermalization of the plasma electrons is associated with a lower value of the wake amplitude, is less clear than the situation near the driving beam. Thermalization is apparently caused by scattering of the plasma electrons from the large amplitude plasma wave and may be associated with the fraction of plasula electrons that are nearly-trapped, remaining in the region of peak density for times of the order of -1.
Evidence for this concept is provided by a run in which we set Yb = 5.
Lowering vph allowed a significant increase (relative to the y 10 cases)
in the density of trapped and nearly-trapped electrons and an increase in the thermal energy in the wake by approximately a factor of two. Further evidence is provided in Fig. 4 , wherein a lower value of T 0 increased (slightly) the thermal energy in the wake. We speculate that the lower T O provided a more coherent nonlinear oscillation and stronger scattering of the electron distribution.
The temperature diagnostic is difficult to interpret, however, in that T is lowered in the decelerating phase of the plasma wave by the bulk acceleration mechanism described above. In the accelerating phase of the plasma wave, T is artificially increased by trapped and nearly-trapped electrons.
If we take T = 50 keV, we can somewhat explain the low value of E behind the first peak by the theoretical saturation limits given in Ref. 15 and quoted as Eqs. (6) and (7) above. These give E max/Ewb -1.26 and 1. 10 ma]b=126ad11
respectively. Equation (5) (4), (5) and (8) vary with Yb This suggests that expectations based on Eqs. (4), (5) and (8) Simulation results are summarized in Table I . Cold plasma model results are also given.
As an example, the beam density, electric field and perturbed plasma density, n 1 = n -no, are plotted in Fig. 6 for the Lb/X p -2.79 case.
-As before, we observe a reduction in the thermal velocity spread of the plasma in the region near the beam, excellent agreement with the cold plasma equations up to the initial accelerating peak, thermalization of the plasma behind the initial peak in Ez, and a drop in E z to E z < Ewb thereafter. In the Lb/Xp = 2.79 case, the temperature behind the initial Fig. 7 , which shows plots of T and y for this case.
Our observation of E z < Ewb following the initial E z peak is interesting in light of Eqs. (2-8).
Again we find relativistic oscillations of the hot plasma limited in a way most closely corresponding to Eqs. (6-7). Taking T = 100 keV after the first peak, Eqs. (6) and (7) give E max/Ewb 1.06 and 0.93 respectively, in reasonable agreement with
Figs. 6 and 7. As before, Eqs. (5) and (8) This reduction in the plasma thermal velocity allowed the generation of wake amplitudes that exceeded of the predictions of relativistic warm plasma models as given in Eqs. (5) (6) (7) (8) .
Thermalization of the plasma, however, apparently due to particle scattering from the large amplitude plasma wave, limited the wake to E_ < Ewb behind the initial accelerating peak. The thermal energy in this region was observed to increase with the density of nearly-trapped particles (those that remain in the region of peak density for times of the order of u p). 'Wake amplitude limits behind the initial accelerating peak 
